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Abstract: Pattern recognition is one of the most important functionalities for intelligent behavior and is 

displayed by both biological and artificial systems. In addition, pattern recognition systems are successful to the 

extent that they can continuously adapt and learn from examples; the underlying framework for building such 

systems is predictive learning. The pattern recognition problem is a special case of the more general problem of 

statistical regression; it seeks an approximating function that minimizes the probability of misclassification. 
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1   Introduction 

Pattern recognition is a branch of machine learning that focuses on the recognition of patterns and regularities in 

data. Pattern recognition is the assignment of a physical object or event to one of several pre-specified 

categories. A pattern can be an object, process or event. A set of patterns that share some common properties 

can be regarded as pattern class. During recognition or classification classes are assigned to the objects. 

With the recent advances in computing technology, many pattern recognition tasks have become automated. 

Today useful applications of automatic pattern recognition are prevalent. These are fingerprint identity 

verification, video-based Surveillance, credit Screening, document classification etc. 

 

2   Pattern recognition Tasks: 

There are several pattern recognition tasks which human beings are able to perform very naturally and 

effortlessly. 

2.1   Pattern Association: 

Pattern association problem involves storing a set of patterns or a set of input-output pattern pairs in such a way 

that when test data are presented, the pattern or pattern pair corresponding to the data is recalled. It is desirable 

to recall the correct pattern even though the test data are noisy or incomplete. The problem of storage and recall 

of patterns is called auto association. It is also necessary to store as many patterns or pattern pairs as possible in 

a given system. Printed characters or any set of fixed symbols could be considered as examples of patterns for 

these tasks. 

2.2   Pattern Mapping: 

In pattern mapping, given a set of input patterns and the corresponding output pattern or class label, the 

objective is to capture the implicit relationship between the patterns and the output, so that when a test input is 

given, the corresponding output pattern or the class label is retrieved. Speech spectra of steady vowels generated 

by a person, or hand-printed characters, could be considered as examples of patterns for pattern mapping 

problems. 

2.3   Pattern Grouping: 

In this case, given a set of patterns, the problem is to identify the subset of patterns possessing similar distinct 

features and group them together. In the pattern mapping problem the patterns for each group are given 

separately, and the implicit, although distinct, features have to be captured through the mapping. In pattern 

grouping on the other hand, patterns belonging to several groups are given, and the system has to resolve the 

groups. Examples of the patterns for this task could be printed characters or hand-printed characters. 

2.4   Feature Mapping: 
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In several patterns the features are not unambiguous. It is difficult to form groups of patterns having some 

distinct features. In such cases, it is desirable to display the feature changes in the patterns directly. In this case 

what is learnt is the feature map of a pattern and not the group or class to which the pattern may belong. This 

occurs, for example, in the speech spectra for vowels in continuous speech. 

2.5   Pattern Variability: 

There are many situations when the features in the pattern undergo unspecified distortions each time the pattern 

is generated by the system. This can be easily seen in the normal handwritten cursive script. Human beings are 

able to recognize them due to some implicit interrelations among the features. Classification of such patterns 

falls into the category of pattern variability task. 

2.6   Temporal Patterns: 

Human beings are able to capture effortlessly the dynamic features present in a sequence of patterns. This is 

true, for example, in speech where the changes in the resonance characteristics of the vocal tract system capture 

the significant information about the speech message. This is also true in any dynamic scene situation. All such 

situations require handling sequences of static patterns simultaneously, looking for changes in the features in the 

sub patterns in adjacent pattern pairs. 

3   Steps in solving any Pattern Recognition Problem: 

3.1   Data acquisition: 

Data acquisition is the process of sampling signals that measure real world physical conditions and converting 

the resulting samples into digital numeric values that can be manipulated by a computer. Data acquisition 

systems typically convert analog waveforms into digital values for processing. 

3.2   Data Preprocessing: 

Data preprocessing converts raw data and signals into data representation suitable for application through a 

sequence of operations. Mainly, data preprocessing include contrast and background adjustment and 

segmentation of images. 

3.3   Feature Extraction: 

When the input data to an algorithm is too large to be processed and it is suspected to be redundant then it can 

be transformed into a reduced set of features (also named features vector). This process is called feature 

extraction. The extracted features are expected to contain the relevant information from the input data, so that 

the desired task can be performed by using this reduced representation instead of the complete initial data. 

3.4   Classification Based On Feature Vectors: 

After feature extraction, each pattern is a vector. Classification assign a category to the object based on the 

feature vector provided during feature extraction. Classifier is a function to map such vectors into class labels. 

For classification, there are numerous underlying objective functions that we can seek to optimize such as 

Minimum-error-rate Total expected cost or Risk minimization 

4   Literature Survey 

          In the field of pattern recognition, many researchers have contributed a number of research papers varying 

the diversified applications. In this work, a mixed collection of research papers have been collected from various 

online database like Science direct, IEEE explore etc. The literature survey comprises of different works in the 

pattern recognition field starting from the year 2000 to 2015.    

Jainet. al.(2000) have summarized and compared some of the well-known methods used in various 

stages of a pattern recognition system and identify research topics and applications [1].Masayuki et. al.(2001) 

have proposed a neuralnetwork model of the 2D invariant pattern recognition with eye movement[2].Menget. 

al.(2002)have proposed aneural network with Radial basis function(RBF) for face recognition[3]. Alsultannyet. 
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al.(2003) have proposed a neuralnetworkintegrated with the genetic algorithm for pattern recognition and the 

result showed good optimization[4].  

          Inoue et. al.(2003) have described the efficiency of self-generating neural networks applied to pattern 

recognition[5].Hanet. al.(2004) have proposed anew feed-forward neural network called radial basis perceptron 

(RBP) neural network forpattern recognition[6].Lianget. al.(2005) have proposed a back propagation neural 

networkof pattern recognition on scoring Chinese corporations financial conditions[7].Evgenyet. al.(2005) have 

proposed a modified high-order neural network for invariant pattern recognition which reduces  computation 

time as well as memory requirements for network configuration and weight storage[8]. 

          Shi et. al.(2006) have proposed a multi-module artificial neural network approach to pattern recognition 

with optimized nanostructured sensor array[9].Guobinet. al.(2007) have proposed a multi-class pattern 

classification using neural networks[10]. Nicolas et. al.(2007) have proposed a cooperative constructive method 

for neural networks for pattern recognition[11]. Zhang(2007) has proposed an artificial neural network based on 

principal component analysis(PCA) for clinical pattern recognition analysis[12]. 

K.ShantiSwarup(2008) has proposed an artificial neural network using pattern recognition for security 

assessment and analysis[13].Majewski et. al.(2009) have proposed an artificial neural network for sentence 

recognition[14]. Lin et. al.(2009) have proposed a recurrent neural-fuzzy network (RNFN) based on improved 

particle swarm optimization(PSO) for pattern recognition applications[15]. Balasubramanianet. al.(2009) have 

proposed a method for automatic real time face and mouth recognition using radial basis function(RBF) neural 

network[16].  

Ghorpadeet. al.(2010) have illustrated a recognition system for human faces using a novel Kohonen self-

organizing map (SOM) based retrieval system[17]. Jian-Da et. al.(2011) have proposed a support vector 

machine (SVM) technique for finger-vein pattern identification in a personal identification system[18]. 

Lukmanet. al.(2011) have proposed an automatic recognition of oral vowels in tone language using ANN model 

and fuzzy logic[19]. GuoXianhai(2011) has proposed the emotional pattern recognition method based on ECG 

and RBF neural network[20]. 

Micheloniet. al.(2012) have proposed abalanced neural tree for pattern classification[21].Kumaret. al.(2013) 

have proposed aHopfield neural network with sub-optimal and random GA for pattern recalling of English 

characters[22]. Mazinet. al.(2013) have proposed a method for hand written digits recognition using digital 

learning networks.Kasabovet. al.(2014) have proposed a dynamic evolving spiking neural networks for on-line 

spatio- and spectro-temporal pattern recognition.Buscemaet. al.(2015) have proposed anew artificial neural 

networkK-CM for supervised pattern recognition. 

5   Conclusion and Future Directions 

Pattern recognition is a fast-moving and proliferating discipline in the current computing environment. Pattern 

recognition is one of the most important functionalities for intelligent behavior and is displayed by both 

biological and artificial systems. In addition, pattern recognition systems are successful to the extent that they 

can continuously adapt and learn from examples; the underlying framework for building such systems is 

predictive learning. The pattern recognition problem is a special case of the more general problem of statistical 

regression; it seeks an approximating function that minimizes the probability of misclassification.The future 

scope of this work may be extended in the directions of scaling factor of various pattern recognition algorithms 

and working with real world data.   
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